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Abstract 
At the beginning of 2020, the COVID-19 epidemic first took a large-scale outbreak in 
China. The suspension of offline activities has caused various industries in China to suffer 
different degrees of losses. the blow is undoubtedly huge to our country's retail industry. 
Under the epidemic crisis of the retail industry, new models of retail industry emerged, 
it provids new ideas for the sustainable development of our country's retail industry. 
This article analyzes the current situation and the impact of the epidemic on our 
country's retail industry, Also combined with the actions of retailers during the epidemic 
to find new ways to transform offline stores In China's retail industry. 
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1. Introduction 

The retail industry is one of the oldest industries in the world with long history. The retail 
industry has a pivotal position In China and even the whole world. For our country, the retail 
industry is the pillar and important industry of my country’s national economy. First, it is also 
our country's main employment channel. Therefore, the development of the retail industry is 
closely related to the development of my country's economy, and it is also the quality of life of 
our citizens. Since the reform and opening up, Our country’s retail industry has developed 
rapidly. In recent years, Our country’s total retail sales and the scale of the retail industry have 
increased at a linear rate. After driven by the global digital era, Our country’s online retail 
industry has matured, but it is still in constant flux. In the continuous development of 
innovation, the retail industry has a bright future. However, at the beginning of 2020, the covid-
19 broke out and spread rapidly in China.Our country’s physical retail stores were hard to deal 
with, resulting in a short-term squeeze of goods and  big losses, but some large-scale or good 
online retailer responded quickly. For example, JD.com and Yonghui Supermarket have 
demonstrated their ability to minimize the loss of profits. After the test of the covid-19, our 
country’s retail industry has broken a blood path, such as zero-touch distribution model and 
social distribution model. The new model gradually emerged, which provides a new idea for 
the reform of my country's retail industry. Therefore, behind the crisis is more an opportunity. 
After studying the epidemic in this article, it has very important practical significance to open 
up the transformation of our country's retail industry. 
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2. The Status of Chinese Retail Industry 

2.1. The Overall Situation of the Industry 
According to statistics from the National Bureau of Statistics in the past 10 years, Chinese total 
retail sales of consumer goods, total retail assets, and Chinese CPI are all on the rise. It can be 
concluded from the chart that in 2019 and before, Chinese total retail sales of consumer goods 
and total retail assets have shown a straight upward trend. In 10 years, the total funds of both 
have almost tripled and developed rapidly. Compared with CPI , Its growth rate is relatively 
slow. On the whole, Chinese retail industry has a good prospect. 

2.2. Development Trend of My Country's Retail Industry 
Since the beginning of the 21st century, Chinese online retail has been born, and it has 
developed rapidly in about 10 years. According to data from the National Bureau of Statistics, 
my country’s online retail transaction volume has increased year by year from 2014 to 2019, 
and has ranked first in the world for many years. Although my country's online retail has 
matured, offline retail is unlikely to disappear, so the concept of "new retail" has been proposed. 
Since this concept was proposed, my country's retail industry has set off a wave of reforms, and 
e-commerce giants have expanded offline In the market, brick-and-mortar retailers have also 
successively launched online stores, and with the continuous reform of digital technology, now, 
the online and offline integrated retail model has become the mainstream development trend 
of my country's retail industry. 

2.3. Impact of the COVID-19 
The outbreak of the epidemic in 2020, which breaks the trend of sustained and nice 
development of my country’s retail industry. Due to the implementation of “all stay at homes” 
measurements and the complete closure of physical retail stores and other epidemic 
prevention measurements, which resulted in Chinese retail industry continued to deficit in the 
first quarter. Statistics from the Bureau of Statistics shows that the total retail sales of consumer 
goods in the first quarter of 2020 fell by 7.5%. Even with the improvement of the epidemic, 
citizens’ lives are gradually on the right side, but it was still in a negative growth in May. 
Although the impact of online retail was slightly smaller than that of physical retail during the 
epidemic, it still suffered huge losses. For example, Suning.com reported that the loss reach to 
400-600 million yuan in the first quarter of 2020. 

3. The Transformation of Chinese Retail Industry after the Epidemic 

Through the above analysis, it can be found that the development trend of Chinese retail 
industry will still be on the rise, but because of the outbreak of the epidemic, whether online or 
offline, Chinese retail industry has been severely hit in the short term, . In the long run, it is an 
opportunity for the future development of Chinese retail industry. According to Nielsen survey 
data, nearly 70% of Chinese retailers would expand or continue to expanding online retail in 
2020, and as Chinese new retail concept continues to mature, Chinese retail industry is bound 
to get in another wave of reform. 

3.1. Promote "Unmanned" and Create "Zero Contact" 
During the epidemic, people are resistant human contact and they have hesitates about take-
out food and express. In addition, in recent years, service-oriented machines have gradually 
entered everyone’s field, making "zero contact" and "unmanned" "service came out, human's 
psychological defense against unmanned services was also reduced. This undoubtedly laid a 
good foundation for the "unmanned, zero-touch" transformation of Chinese retail industry. 
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In 2017, Alibaba Group has implemented artificial intelligence services in the four major hotels 
within Xixi, Hangzhou. From check-in to check-out and some room services, all are "unmanned" 
services. During epidemic prevention period, Many hotels such as Wuhan Jindun Shuyue Hotel 
have introduced service robots to get "zero-touch" delivery. In addition, communities have also 
implemented a "zero-touch" model. For example, the Ele.me platform in Wuhan cooperated 
with community convenience stores to build fresh pick shop and encourage community 
residents to pick goods by themselves, Also in Nanjing and Shanghai, the users of Suning food 
market, which specialize in self-raising fresh food, have also seen a rapid increase triple in their 
daily sales volume than the Spring Festival. Because of the self-pickup points and unmanned 
services have been widely popularized during the epidemic, which creates favorable conditions 
for promoting the transformation of Chinese retail industry’s “unmanned” and “zero-touch” 
model, and the self-pickup model has also greatly reduced circulation costs of Chinese retail 
industry. It also provided impetus for the transformation of Chinese retail industry. 

3.2. Create an "O2O+ Community" Model 
The "O2O+ community" model has been launched around 2015, but it has been in a tepid state. 
It was not well-known "O2O+ community" model to the common people until the outbreak of 
the epidemic in 2020. In addition, in the past two years, live shows, short videos and other take-
goods models spring up,  so that the “platform + store” model became a major self-help model 
for community stores and other offline stores. 
Under this model, the responsibilities of shop assistants have changed. All the store employees 
must be committed to providing services and marketing. During the epidemic, the online sales 
model has responded to the country's policy to avoid going out, and secondly, it can reduce 
inventory by selling goods and alleviate the store's funds, but also can satisfy the normal life of 
consumers. the "O2O + community" model is more popular in community convenience stores. 
After the baptism of the epidemic and the drive of the Internet, community stores create their 
own online platforms and implement the "O2O+community" model will become a new 
transformation way for some retailers in Chinese. This model is conducive to good 
communication between consumers and retailers, thereby promoting the healthy development 
of my country's retail industry will eventually achieve a virtuous circle. 

3.3. Promote the Intelligence Deeply 
During the epidemic, the biggest difficulty for retailers is that employees cannot resume work 
in time but online orders are still not decreasing. This has caused some retail companies to 
encounter bottlenecks in logistics, sorting and distribution are obviously insufficient. However, 
for some e-commerce giants who have achieved some intelligence, their supply chains are still 
functioning well. For example, JD.com has introduced sorting robots in the past two years, and 
Meituan is also committed to the research of unmanned "micro-warehouses", aiming to 
improve the efficiency of store picking, more and more retail companies are deploying 
intelligent technologies to improve efficiency. According to the 2019 World Robot Report 
released by an authoritative organization, the sales of service robots in 2019 increased by about 
30%. 
At present, Chinese automation and intelligence technology becomes more mature, and the 5G 
era has also arrived. The close connection between 5G and unmanned technology is bound to 
accelerate the intelligent transformation of Chinese retail enterprises, intelligent application 
scenarios will become a new way for the efficiency and profit of Chinese retail enterprises. 
Through the above analysis, Chinese retail industry will cater to the 5G era in the future and 
continue to develop new retail models. create community and truly achieve home-based 
services based on the O2O.  At the same time, it will continue to promote the digital and 
intelligent technologies deeply, combined with no-contact service model and promote 
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unmanned technology scenarios, so that Chinese retail industry can fully realize digital 
technology and enter the era of intelligence and maintain the high-quality development level of 
Chinese retail industry. 

4. Conclusion 

The retail industry is the main source of Chinese tax revenue and also the pillar industry which 
related to Chinese national economy and human livelihood. Therefore, its’ healthy and 
sustainable development is an great significance to Chinese economy. Since Chinese reform and 
opening up, the retail industry has developed rapidly. With the increasing popularity of digital 
technology and the maturity of new retail concepts, the future development prospects of 
Chinese retail industry are very nice. At the beginning of 2021, with the large-scale outbreak of 
the new crown epidemic in China, the country entered a state of emergency. The current 
prevention and control measures suffered a heavy blow in retail industry. Chinese retailers are 
in a state of serious losses. Nowadays, the epidemic has improved and human lives also been 
on the right track, Chinese retail transaction volume is gradually increased, and the retail 
industry will continue to maintain a good development trend. Meanwhile, some new changes 
have taken place in Chinese retail industry, the most notable is no-contact service, which 
undoubtedly provides a new way for Chinese retail industry to transformation.With the 
continuous development of the network, the arrival of the 5G era, and the digital technology’s 
improvement will also promote the application of unmanned and intelligent services in Chinese 
retail sector and continue to promote the digital transformation of Chinese retail industry. 
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